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Author's response to reviews:

To,
Professor Dr Michael Kidd
The Editor In Chief, JCMR

Respected Sir,

We thank you and the reviewers for the comments. The additional information has been added across the manuscript in ‘green’ font. Following are point-wise clarifications:

Q: There is nothing regarding management and probable outcome. Could you ask them to write about this?

Ans: We have incorporated the management part with a 7 month follow up since the patient was diagnosed and is on maintenance CT. Post induction with local RT, she was disease free and is presently on maintenance dose CT. This has been added on page 7 as a paragraph ‘management and outcome’ in the end of Case presentation. We have suitably added the info in the last part of discussion on page 9. We have also rectified a minor spelling error in reference 8.

Q: Please include the ethnic origin and nationality.

Ans: The patient is from central India and it has been incorporated in the opening lines of the case presentation.

Q: Please include conclusion section as the last section of the text.

Ans: This has been included as the last section of the text on page 10.

In addition, we have rectified the title as well to highlight the diagnostic and
treatment implications. We have also added 1 line of treatment in the abstract regarding management. We are resubmitting image 3 as the labels had got little disturbed while image formatting into the required format.
We would be happy to answer any further clarifications, if necessary.
Kind regards,
Dr Bharat Rekhi

Kind regards,
Dr Bharat Rekhi
Asst Professor/Pathologist,
Tata Memorial Centre, Mumbai, India